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QUICK-ENGAGE FLARE AND SWAGE
Extra appendages are hard to come by these days. 
Instead, opt for the all-new hilmor Quick-Engage 
Flare and Swage. Simple setup, precise positioning 
and a secure hold allow you to quickly conquer and 
move on to the next job.

COMPACT SWAGE TOOL
In tight spaces, you need a tool that can pack a 
punch. Just not below the belt. The all-new hilmor 
Compact Swage Tool has the power to swage 1-5/8" 
tubing and the control to swage 5/16" tubing without 
a crack. It’s time to put a heavy hitter in your corner.

ALUMINUM MANIFOLD
Introducing hilmor’s ruggedly durable Aluminum 
Manifold, featuring a forged aluminum body, 
easy-to-read gauges and high-impact boots. Finally, the 
brains of your operation can take a bump to the head.

SIMPLE SETUP
Spring-loaded block holds the tube securely in place.

SMALL SPACE CAPABLE
Compact design for cramped spaces.

FAST, PRECISE READINGS
Get faster vacuum pulls with a true 3/8" bore.

EASY TO POSITION
Tube-stop arrow ensures correct tube height.

ONE-HANDED OPERATION
Built for one-handed swages without fatigue.

COMFORT GRIP
Rubberized handles are optimally sized for easy turns.

LESS WORK
Fewer rotations mean faster flares and swages.

LESS EFFORT, MORE CONTROL
Power to swage 5/16" to 1-5/8" without a crack.

EASY TO READ
Improved graphics and high-contrast colors for precise readings.
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ELECTRONIC GAUGE WITH VACUUM SENSOR
Get out of the dark ages with the industry’s first 
hybrid gauge featuring backlit displays. hilmor’s 
Electronic Gauge with Vacuum Sensor offers 
true analog capabilities with unmatched digital 
precision. All within 1% accuracy.

DUAL READOUT THERMOMETER
Keep your cool in any climate with quick and easy 
calculations. hilmor’s Dual Readout Thermometer 
is the industry’s first to offer two digital readouts 
to help simplify the calculation of superheat and 
subcool. And it attaches to any manifold.

COMPACT BENDER
The hilmor Compact Bender uses smart and simple 
features like a spring-loaded ratcheting lever to 
knock out a 90-degree bend without breaking a 
sweat. And a quick-release button allows you to free 
the tube with ease and without damage.

QUICK IDENTIFICATION
Backlit gauges change color to match selected refrigerant.

SUPERIOR VERSATILITY
Can be used on any gauge set, or independently.

SUPERIOR VERSATILITY
Universal crossbar and color-coded mandrels add simplicity.

RUGGED + DURABLE
Ruggedly durable due to a high-impact protective boot.

FAST, PRECISE READINGS
Easy-to-use K-style thermocouples for quick readings.

SMALL SPACE CAPABLE
A compact design allows it to fit where others can’t.

TWICE THE CONFIDENCE
Pairs analog needle with LCD display for twice the confidence.

SIMPLIFIES CALCULATIONS
Two digital readings simplify superheat and subcool calculations.

ONE-HANDED OPERATION
Spring-loaded ratcheting lever allows for one-handed bends.
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YOU CAN RELATE.
SMART. RUGGED. RELIABLE. WE’RE SURE

YOU CAN RELATE.
See all the innovations you can put to work at hilmor.com.

Finally, a line of HVAC/R tools built to handle the conditions you face 
every day. Tools to help you conquer cramped and sweltering attics in a 
single bound. And bend tubes with one hand. Tools to be your extra set 
of eyes. And add a little comfort to the cramped and uncomfortable. 
It’s time to get in, get out and get on to the next job.
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